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White Captives Nov 08 2020 A
fictionalized account of the
experiences of two sisters who
spent five years as Indian
captives in the mid-nineteenth
century.
Harold and the Purple
Crayon Aug 25 2019 From
beloved children’s book creator
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Crockett Johnson comes the
timeless classic Harold and the
Purple Crayon! This
imagination-sparking picture
book belongs on every child's
digital bookshelf. One evening
Harold decides to go for a walk
in the moonlight. Armed only
with an oversize purple crayon,
young Harold draws himself
a
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landscape full of wonder and
excitement. Harold and his
trusty crayon travel through
woods and across seas and
past dragons before returning
to bed, safe and sound. Full of
funny twists and surprises, this
charming story shows just how
far your imagination can take
you. “A satisfying artistic
triumph.” —Chris Van Allsburg,
author-illustrator of The Polar
Express Share this classic as a
birthday, baby shower, or
graduation gift!
Warrior Woman Mar 25 2022 A
bestselling master of historical
fiction, James Alexander Thom
has brought unforgettable
Native American figures to life
for millions of readers,
powerfully dramatizing their
fortitude, fearsomeness, and
profound fates. Now he and his
wife, Dark Rain, have created a
magnificent portrait of an
astonishing woman–one who
led her people in war when she
could not persuade them to
make peace. Her name was
Nonhelema. Literate, lovely,
imposing at over six feet tall,
she was the Women’s Peace
Chief of the Shawnee
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Nation–and already a legend
when the most decisive decade
of her life began in 1774. That
fall, with more than three
thousand Virginians poised to
march into the Shawnees’
home, Nonhelema’s plea for
peace was denied. So she
loyally became a fighter, riding
into battle covered in war
paint. When the Indians ran
low on ammunition,
Nonhelema’s role changed
back to peacemaker, this time
tragically. Negotiating an
armistice with military leaders
of the American Revolution like
Daniel Boone and George
Rogers Clark, she found herself
estranged from her own
people–and betrayed by her
white adversaries, who would
murder her loved ones and
eventually maim Nonhelema
herself. Throughout her
inspiring life, she had many
deep and complex
relationships, including with
her daughter, Fani, who was an
adopted white captive . . . a
pious and judgmental
missionary, Zeisberger . . . a
series of passionate lovers . . .
Access of
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the Thoms, Justin Case–a
cowardly soldier transformed
by the courage he saw in the
female Indian leader. Filled
with the uncanny period detail
and richly rendered drama that
are Thom trademarks, Warrior
Woman is a memorable novel
of a remarkable person–one
willing to fight to avoid war, by
turns tough and tender, whose
heart was too big for the world
she wished to tame.
Saint Patrick's Battalion Apr
13 2021 The alternating voices
of Paddy Quinn, a young man
with journalistic aspirations,
and Mexican soldier Agustin
Juvero recount the story of
John Riley, who deserts the
American army to fight for
Mexico in the MexicanAmerican War.
Megalith Jul 25 2019 How do
you predict eclipses at
Stonehenge? Why do the
Carnac alignments follow
geological fault lines? Why is
Avebury precisely one seventh
of a circle down from the north
pole? Why are so many stone
circles egg-shaped or
flattened? What is the meaning
of the designs in ancient rock
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art? Why do you have to wait
nineteen years to visit the
remote site of Callanish? What
were the ancients up to? This
book details our oldest and
grandest buildings, our first
temples, our earliest visual art,
messages which are still
relevant today. With eight
authors, and packed with
detailed information and
exquisite rare illustrations,
Megalith is a timeless and
valuable sourcebook for anyone
interested in prehistory.
Unconventional Warfare
(Special Forces, Book 1) Jan 29
2020 Discover the secret
missions behind America's
greatest conflicts. Danny
Manion has been fighting his
entire life. Sometimes with his
fists. Sometimes with his
words. But when his actions
finally land him in real trouble,
he can't fight the judge who
offers him a choice: jail... or the
army. Turns out there's a
perfect place for him in the US
military: the Studies and
Observation Group (SOG), an
elite volunteer-only task force
comprised of US Air Force
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Berets, Navy SEALS, and even
a CIA agent or two. With the
SOG's focus on covert action
and psychological warfare,
Danny is guaranteed an
unusual tour of duty, and a
hugely dangerous one.
Fortunately, the very same
qualities that got him in trouble
at home make him a naturalborn commando in a secret
war. Even if almost nobody
knows he's there. National
Book Award finalist Chris
Lynch begins a new, explosive
fiction series based on the reallife, top-secret history of US
black ops.
Mary Draper Ingles Jun 03
2020 Mary Draper Ingles was a
real, live pioneer heroine who
lived through a Shawnee
Indian attack, kidnapping, and
escape, to walk almost 800
miles back home to her family.
This is a true story of courage,
love and sense of family.
Oh, Kentucky! May 03 2020 In
1775, Kitty Gentry journeys to
Fort Boonesborough, Kentucky,
finds and loses love, and faces
hardships, danger, and tragedy
to become a "founding mother"
of Kentucky
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Spectator Sport Apr 01 2020
Indianapolis' 500-Mile Race,
"the world's greatest sports
spectacle," was rained out
three consecutive days in 1973,
and marred by lethal wrecks.
Thousands of drunken race
fans made the Speedway a vast
encampment of garbage,
misery and debauchery. The
event is vividly recreated
through a dozen fictional
characters, their lives
interwoven in crisis. A true
study in violence and
voyeurism.
Follow the River Nov 01 2022
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “It
takes a rare individual not only
to see that history can live, but
also to make it live for others.
James Thom has that
gift.”—The Indianapolis News
Mary Ingles was twenty-three,
happily married, and pregnant
with her third child when
Shawnee Indians invaded her
peaceful Virginia settlement in
1755 and kidnapped her,
leaving behind a bloody
massacre. For months they
held her captive. But nothing
could imprison her spirit. With
Free
the rushing Ohio RiverAccess
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guide, Mary Ingles walked one
thousand miles through an
untamed wilderness no white
woman had ever seen. Her
story lives on—extraordinary
testimony to the indomitable
strength of one pioneer woman
who risked her life to return to
her own people.
Making It All Right Oct 08
2020 In late-1940s southern
Indiana, farm wife, mother, and
tinkerer May Dixon solves the
problem of her husband's
betrayal by inventing "a whole
new kind of family"--then
struggles with the
consequences for her
community, her household, and
herself.
Sign-Talker Sep 18 2021 “A
cracking good yarn . . . sheer
storytelling power . . . James
Alexander Thom is one of the
finest historical novelists
writing today. . . . Anyone who
thinks there’s nothing left to be
said about the Lewis and Clark
expedition should read this
book.”—John Sugden, author of
Tecumseh: A Life Following the
Louisiana Purchase, Thomas
Jefferson sends Meriwether
Lewis and William Clark to
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explore the newly acquired
territory. To survive, the two
captains need an extraordinary
hunter who will be able to
provide the expedition with
fresh game, and a sign-talker
to communicate with the native
tribes. They choose George
Drouillard. It is Drouillard, an
actual historical figure, who
becomes our eyes and ears on
this unforgettable odyssey. A
magnificent tale told with
intelligence and insight, SignTalker is full of song and
suffering, humor and pathos.
James Alexander Thom has
created the rarest reading
experience: one that entertains
us even as it shows us a new
vision of our nation, our past,
and ourselves. “Excellent . . . It
is at once an adventure story
[and] a historical document. . .
. Even though many readers
know the story of Lewis and
Clark, Thom’s novel will give
them new insight.”—The
Indianapolis Star (four-star
review)
The Red Heart May 27 2022
The Slocum family of
Northeastern Pennsylvania are
Access Free
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peace-loving Quakers who
believe that the Indians hold
the Light of God inside. It is
from this good-hearted family
that Frances is abducted
during the Revolutionary war.
As the child's terror subsides,
she is slowly drawn into the
sacred work and beliefs of her
adoptive mother and of all the
women of these Eastern tribes.
Frances becomes Maconakwa,
the Little Bear Woman of the
Miami Indians. Then, long after
the Indians are beaten and
their last hope, Tecumseh, is
killed, the Slocums hear word
of their long-lost daughter and
head out to Indiana to meet
their beloved Frances. But for
Maconakwa, it is a moment of
truth, the test of whether her
heart is truly a red one.
Long Knife Jul 29 2022 Two
centuries ago, with the support
of the young Revolutionary
government, George Robers
Clark led a small but fierce
army west from Virigina to
conquer all the territory
between the Ohio and
Mississippi Rivers. Here is the
adventure, the romance, the
struggle, and the betrayal of
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his life. Rich in the heroic
characters, meticulously
researched detail and grand
scale that have become James
Alexander Thom's trademarks,
LONG KNIFE, his first
historical epic, is simply
unforgettable. "From the
Paperback edition.
Staying Out of Hell Aug 30
2022 James Alexander Thom,
bestselling author of two
magnificent historical novels,
says about his modern novel,
Staying Out of Hell: "Like my
character, Scotty Montgomery,
I grew up in the idyllic prewar
Midwest, was a Marine, and
later a journalist appalled by
the apparent cheapness of life
and the world's casual
disregard for human suffering.
Like my protagonist, I am
unable to reconcile my
country's two roles: the citadel
of humane idealism, and the
leading world merchant of
death-dealing weapons. I hope
by this novel to awaken our
benumbed souls to the awful
absurdities with which we
live."
Once Upon a Time It Was
Access
Now Sep 06 2020 While
a Free
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historian stands firmly planted
in the present and looks back
into the past, a historical
novelist has a more immediate
task: to set readers in the midst
of bygone events and lead them
forward, allowing them to live
and feel the wonderment, fear,
hope, triumph, and pain as if
they were there. Learning
historical stories is easy,
creating stories based in
history is not. In Once Upon a
Time It Was Now, James
Alexander Thom gives you the
tools you need to research and
create stories born from the
past that will move and inspire
modern readers. His
comprehensive approach
includes lessons on how to:
Find and use historical
archives and conduct physical
field research Re-construct the
world of your novel, including
people and voices, physical
environments, and cultural
context Achieve verisimilitude
in speech, action, setting, and
description. Seamlessly weave
historical fact with your own
compelling plot ideas With wit
and candor, Thom's detailed
instruction, illuminating
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personal experience, and
invaluable insights culled from
discussions with other trusted
historical writers will guide you
to craft a novel that is true to
what was then, when then was
now.
Shawnee Captive Oct 27 2019
Panther in the Sky Oct 20
2021 Rich, colorful and
bursting with excitement, this
remarkable story turns James
Alexander Thom's power and
passion for American history to
the epic story of Tecumseh's
life and give us a heartthumping novel of one man's
magnificent destiny—to unite
his people in the struggle to
save their land and their way of
life from the relentless press of
the white settlers. “Oh, what a
man this will be, with such a
sign as that!” In 1768, when
Turtle Mother gave birth to a
strong baby boy in the heart of
the Shawnee nation, a greenyellow shooting star streaked
across the heavens. Hard
Striker saw the unsoma, the
birth sign, and named his son
Tecumseh, meaning Panther in
the Sky . . . Praise for Panther
Access Free
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Thom shows how, in honest,
capable hands, fictionalized
biography can add
verisimilitude to the life and
times of this extraordinary
America. . . . The dialogue has
the ring of reality about it. . . .
Thom is able to get into the
thoughts and emotions of his
characters.”—Dee Brown, Los
Angeles Times “The story of a
bruised and threatened culture
. . . Thom's rendering of the
Shawnee world is authoritative.
Tecumseh is a wonderful
character. . . . Panther in the
Sky is bloody, brave and
honorable.”—The Washington
Post Book World “Through
Thom's masterful storytelling
and his passion for Shawnee
lore, customs and especially
mysticism, you continually
have the feeling that maybe,
these simple, proud individuals
can win back their land and
have life go on as ‘Our
Grandmother,’ that great
spiritual force,
intended.”—Chicago Tribune
“A work of such sweep and
compassion that it blurs the
demarcation between novel
and history . . . Totally
Access Free Follow The
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admirable.”—The Cincinnati
Enquirer “A brillinant job . . .
meticulously researched . . . It
is a detailed story of the almost
mythical life of [Tecumseh] and
that of the Shawnee of his
time.”—Kansas City Star “A
spellbinding novel about the
life of Tecumseh . . . The book
is almost epic in its scope. . . .
Thom has carefully researched
his facts. He has the care of a
historian to go with the skills of
the seasoned novelist.”—The
Indianapolis Star “Riveting . . .
Historical fiction at its
finest.”—Booklist
Sacajawea Aug 06 2020 Clad in
a doeskin, alone and unafraid,
she stood straight and proud
before the onrushing forces of
America's destiny: Sacajawea,
child of a Shoshoni chief, lone
woman on Lewis and Clark's
historic trek -- beautiful spear
of a dying nation. She knew
many men, walked many miles.
From the whispering prairies,
across the Great Divide to the
crystal capped Rockies and on
to the emerald promise of the
Pacific Northwest, her story
over flows with emotion and
Free
action ripped from theAccess
bursting
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fabric of a raw new land. Ten
years in the writing,
SACAJAWEA unfolds an
immense canvas of people and
events, and captures the
eternal longings of a woman
who always yearned for one
great passion -- and always it
lay beyond the next mountain.
The Children of First Man
Sep 30 2022 Three hundred
years before Columbus, Madoc,
a Welsh prince, crosses the
Atlantic to build a colony in the
land he calls "Iarghal," where
he and his descendants mingle
blood, legends, and dreams
with the native peoples of the
New World
From Sea to Shining Sea
Nov 20 2021 “Splendid . . .
Thom tells the story with
humor and eloquence, and a
thumping good tale it is,
too.”—The Washington Post In
one generation, the Clark
family of Virginia fought for
our nation's independence, and
explored, conquered, and
settled the continent from sea
to shining sea. This powerfully
written book recreates the
warm life of the family, the
dangers of the battlefield, the
Access Free Follow The
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grueling journeys across an
untamed wilderness, and the
soul-stirring Lewis and Clark
Expedition. This mighty epic is
a fitting tribute to the wisdom
and courage of Ann Rogers
Clark, her husband John, and
the ten sons and daughters
they nurtured and inspired.
Fire in the Water Mar 13 2021
For famous one-armed war
correspondent Paddy Quinn,
this is to be his final Civil War
assignment: the funeral of the
assassinated President Lincoln.
Quinn and his new bride Felice
are aboard the steamboat
Sultana going up the springflooded Mississippi River
toward Illinois to meet the
Funeral Train, when their
honeymoon vessel stops at
Vicksburg and takes on a
pathetic human cargo of 2,000
sick and ragged survivors of
the hellish Andersonville
prisoner-of-war camp, kept
alive only by their desire to get
home. Quinn's lot is now
thrown in with some of the
unluckiest veterans of that
awful war. While he is
interviewing them about life in
Access Free
the notorious prison, the
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Sultana, carrying five times its
lawful number of passengers,
explodes after midnight. Quinn
is blown overboard with the
emaciated veteran Robb
Macombie, and in the worst
night of his life proves himself
a better man than he had ever
imagined he could be. In this
narrative of America's worst
maritime disaster, the deepest
undercurrent is the spirit of the
martyred President, whom
Quinn and Macombie have
vowed to honor by attending
his funeral even if it kills them.
The Red Heart Jan 23 2022
Abducted during the
Revolutionary War by the
Lenape, five-year-old Frances
Slocum is transformed into
Maconakwa, the Little Bear
Woman of the Miami Indians,
and grows up among her
adoptive tribe, in a historical
novel based on the real-life
experiences of Frances Slocum.
Reprint.
Doc Sep 26 2019 NATIONAL
BESTSELLER Born to the life
of a Southern gentleman, Dr.
John Henry Holliday arrives on
the Texas frontier hoping that
the dry air and sunshine of the
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West will restore him to health.
Soon, with few job prospects,
Doc Holliday is gambling
professionally with his partner,
Mária Katarina Harony, a highstrung, classically educated
Hungarian whore. In search of
high-stakes poker, the couple
hits the saloons of Dodge City.
And that is where the unlikely
friendship of Doc Holliday and
a fearless lawman named
Wyatt Earp begins— before the
gunfight at the O.K. Corral
links their names forever in
American frontier
mythology—when neither man
wanted fame or deserved
notoriety.
The Devil in Paradise Nov 28
2019 Captain Bliven Putnam
returns, venturing into the
Pacific to fight pirates in
Malaya and match wits with
the royals in Hawaii, in this
next installment of awardwinner James L. Haley's
gripping naval saga. Following
the naval victories of the War
of 1812 and the Second
Barbary War, the United States
is finally expanding its navy to
take a place of prominence in
Access Free
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now Captain of the sloop of war
Rappahannock, has come into
his own as a leader and is
ordered to the Pacific. But with
this new tour of duty to last
more than two years, his
patient wife, Clarity, unwilling
to accept such a brief time
together, at last puts her foot
down. If she can't keep Putnam
with her, then she'll just have
to go with him. As Putnam sets
sail for his new home port in
Honolulu, Clarity joins a new
missionary effort from Boston
to Hawaii. On their respective
paths, the Putnams encounter
a new breed of pirate and meet
an unexpected force of nature:
Kahumanu, the formidable
queen of the Hawaiian Islands.
Inspried by the real-life
Olowalu Massacre and the
famed Congregationalist
missoin of 1819, this third
outing will be unlike any
adventure the Putnams have
faced before.
The Indiana Way Dec 10 2020
"This is a splendid example of
how to write well balanced,
highly readable state history." - The Old Northwest "Madison
has succeeded as have few
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other authors of state histories
in blending modern scholarly
concerns with the traditional
narrative historiography of his
state. This book is in many
ways a model state history." -Choice "Neither too detailed
and provincial, nor too broad
and comparative, The Indiana
Way adopts an integrated
analytical approach, but also
includes some narrative and
biography." -- Journal of
American History
The Shawnee Dec 22 2021
From Sea to Shining Sea Jun
27 2022 “Splendid . . . Thom
tells the story with humor and
eloquence, and a thumping
good tale it is, too.”—The
Washington Post In one
generation, the Clark family of
Virginia fought for our nation's
independence, and explored,
conquered, and settled the
continent from sea to shining
sea. This powerfully written
book recreates the warm life of
the family, the dangers of the
battlefield, the grueling
journeys across an untamed
wilderness, and the soulstirring Lewis and Clark
Access
Expedition. This mighty
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a fitting tribute to the wisdom
and courage of Ann Rogers
Clark, her husband John, and
the ten sons and daughters
they nurtured and inspired.
Tecumseh Feb 09 2021 Het
leven van de 18e eeuwse
Indiaanse oorlogsleider die zijn
eigen volk de Shawnee en hun
bondgenoten leidde in de strijd
om hun woongebied in het
noordoosten van de Verenigde
Staten.
Trees of Delhi Mar 01 2020
Angels Along the River Jun 15
2021 Courageous Women *
Supportive Men * Helpful
Angels Angels Along the River
is an inspirational story of
hope, fear, joy and
accomplishment that is a
testament to the incredible
tenacity and spirit of ordinary
people everywhere. When
Eleanor Lahr read Follow the
River, a novel based upon the
true experiences of Mary
Draper Ingles, it changed her
life. Mary was captured in
1755 by Shawnee Indians and
carried 500 miles from her
home. Eleanor felt inexplicably
compelled to retrace Marys
escape route. With little
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previous experience in the
great outdoors, but with plucky
courage, she planned and
trained extensively. Sometimes
alone and sometimes with
strangers, she hiked for 43
days along the Ohio, Kanawha,
and New Rivers.
Misunderstandings and
ingrained prejudice challenged
the band of walkers as much as
Mother Nature; however,
angels in everyday clothes
helped them overcome their
personal limitations, bloody
blisters, broken bones, and lifethreatening situations. Eleanor
and her companions carried
Mary's courageous story from
Kentucky to Virginia in their
own remarkable feat of
determination and
achievement. As an act of selfpreservation Eleanor did not
understand initially, her
physical journey became a
transformative personal
journey that redefined her as a
capable, strong, and
independent woman. "The
inspiration is contagious and it
affects us all in different
waysEleanors book is another
Access Free
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James Alexander Thom, author
of the best-seller Follow the
River
Writing Historical Fiction May
15 2021 Writing Historical
Fiction: A Writers' & Artists'
Companion is an invaluable
companion for a writer working
in this challenging and popular
literary genre, whether your
period is Ancient Rome or
World War II. PART 1 includes
reflections on the genre and
provides a short history of
historical fiction. PART 2
contains guest contributions
from Margaret Atwood, Ian
Beck, Madison Smartt Bell,
Ronan Bennett, Vanora
Bennett, Tracy Chevalier,
Lindsay Clarke, Elizabeth
Cook, Anne Doughty, Sarah
Dunant, Michel Faber,
Margaret George, Philippa
Gregory, Katharine McMahon,
Valerio Massimo Manfredi,
Hilary Mantel, Alan Massie, Ian
Mortimer, Kate Mosse, Charles
Palliser, Orhan Pamuk, Edward
Rutherfurd, Manda Scott,
Adam Thorpe, Stella Tillyard,
Rose Tremain, Alison Weir and
Louisa Young. PART 3 offers
practical exercises and advice
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on such topics as research,
plots and characters, mastering
authentic but accessible
dialogue and navigating the
world of agents and publishers.
Pieces Jul 05 2020 Collects
short stories written by
winners of MTV's "Write Stuff"
competition, expressing change
and life's experiences, such as
broken engagements, doomed
relationships, and reunions
between high school friends.
The Art and Craft of Writing
Historical Fiction Jul 17 2021
Once Upon a Time, it was
NOW... While a historian
stands firmly planted in the
present and looks back into the
past, a historical novelist has a
more immediate task: to set
readers in the midst of bygone
events and lead them forward,
allowing them to live and feel
the wonderment, fear, hope,
triumph, and pain as if they
were there. In The Art and
Craft of Writing Historical
Fiction, best-selling author
James Alexander Thom (Follow
the River, From Sea to Shining
Sea, Sign-Talker) gives you the
tools you need to research and
Access
create stories born from
theFree
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past that will move and inspire
modern readers. His
comprehensive approach
includes lessons on how to:
Find and use historical
archives and conduct physical
field research Re-construct the
world of your novel, including
people and voices, physical
environments, and cultural
context Achieve verisimilitude
in speech, action, setting, and
description Seamlessly weave
historical fact with your own
compelling plot ideas With wit
and candor, Thom's detailed
instruction, illuminating
personal experience, and
invaluable insights culled from
discussions with other trusted
historical writers will guide you
to craft a novel that is true to
what was then, when then was
now.
Follow the River Feb 21 2022
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “It
takes a rare individual not only
to see that history can live, but
also to make it live for others.
James Thom has that
gift.”—The Indianapolis News
Mary Ingles was twenty-three,
happily married, and pregnant
with her third child when
Access Free Follow The
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Shawnee Indians invaded her
peaceful Virginia settlement in
1755 and kidnapped her,
leaving behind a bloody
massacre. For months they
held her captive. But nothing
could imprison her spirit. With
the rushing Ohio River as her
guide, Mary Ingles walked one
thousand miles through an
untamed wilderness no white
woman had ever seen. Her
story lives on—extraordinary
testimony to the indomitable
strength of one pioneer woman
who risked her life to return to
her own people.
Odin's Wolves Jun 23 2019
Packed with battles, blood and
thrilling adventure, the third
blood-stirring chapter in the
story of Raven and his fellow
Viking warriors is historical
fiction at its very best. We
lusted for an even greater
prize... It is the one prize that
can never be lost or stolen or
burnt. And we would find it in
Miklagard... Raven and the
Wolfpack have suffered. Good
men have died and the
treasures they fought so hard
for have been lost. But to such
men as these there is Access Free
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something more valuable than
silver. That thing is fame -- for
fame is the saga-story that a
Viking warrior leaves behind
when he dies. Now the sea
road leads to Constantinople,
which Norsemen call
Miklagard, the Great City, for it
is there that they might find
both riches and glory. But the
Great City is far away and the
voyage there takes the
Fellowship in to unknown
waters where they face new
enemies. From the windwhipped marshes of the
Carmargue to the crumbling
walls and arenas of a decaying
Rome, Raven must fight harder
for his life than ever before. He
must prove himself to others -and he must watch his back
too, for an old enemy is
sharpening his treacherous
claws. The young warrior with
the blood-tainted eye will even
challenge the Norns of fate
who, it is said, have spun his
doom. But the Valkyries are
stalking, eager for new heroes
to take to Ódin's hall. The clash
of sword and axe and spear will
ring out in Miklagard and the
Fellowship will pay a high price
Access Free Follow The
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in blood for the fame they seek.
Brother Wind Jan 11 2021 As
two women from different
Aleut tribes struggle against
their harsh fates, they find
their extraordinary destinies
intertwined In the tribe of the
First Men, courageous,
beautiful Kiin, an accomplished
ivory carver, is finally content
with her hard-won life, which
includes twin sons and a loving
warrior husband. When she is
suddenly pulled back into her
nightmarish former existence
as slave to the Raven, shaman
of the Walrus People, her
husband’s brother, Samiq,
vows to bring her back to their
tribe. Across the land, Kukutux,
the wife of a Whale Hunter,
finds the loss of her husband
and the hostility of her clan too
much to bear. The lives of Kiin,
Samiq, and Kukutux, and the
paths of their tribesmen will
converge in a final dramatic
confrontation that tests the
strength of their hearts and
spirits against the cruelty of
man, nature, and fate. Brother
Wind is the final book of the
Ivory Carver Trilogy, which
Access Free
also includes Mother Earth
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Father Sky and My Sister the
Moon.
Rhymes and Recollections of a
Hand-loom Weaver Dec 30
2019
Warrior Woman Aug 18 2021
The award-winning author of
"Sign Talker" and his wife Dark
Rain, of the Shawnee Nation,
United Remnant Band, tell the
story of Nonhelema, a woman
chief of the Shawnee.
Panther in the Sky Apr 25
2022 Rich, colorful and
bursting with excitement, this
remarkable story turns James
Alexander Thom's power and
passion for American history to
the epic story of Tecumseh's
life and give us a heartthumping novel of one man's
magnificent destiny—to unite
his people in the struggle to
save their land and their way of
life from the relentless press of
the white settlers. “Oh, what a
man this will be, with such a
sign as that!” In 1768, when
Turtle Mother gave birth to a
strong baby boy in the heart of
the Shawnee nation, a greenyellow shooting star streaked
across the heavens. Hard
Striker saw the unsoma, the
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birth sign, and named his son
Tecumseh, meaning Panther in
the Sky . . . Praise for Panther
in the Sky “[James Alexander]
Thom shows how, in honest,
capable hands, fictionalized
biography can add
verisimilitude to the life and
times of this extraordinary
America. . . . The dialogue has
the ring of reality about it. . . .
Thom is able to get into the
thoughts and emotions of his
characters.”—Dee Brown, Los
Angeles Times “The story of a
bruised and threatened culture
. . . Thom's rendering of the
Shawnee world is authoritative.
Tecumseh is a wonderful
character. . . . Panther in the
Sky is bloody, brave and
honorable.”—The Washington
Post Book World “Through
Thom's masterful storytelling
and his passion for Shawnee
lore, customs and especially
mysticism, you continually
have the feeling that maybe,
these simple, proud individuals
can win back their land and
have life go on as ‘Our
Grandmother,’ that great
spiritual force,
Access Free
intended.”—Chicago Tribune
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“A work of such sweep and
compassion that it blurs the
demarcation between novel
and history . . . Totally
admirable.”—The Cincinnati
Enquirer “A brillinant job . . .
meticulously researched . . . It
is a detailed story of the almost
mythical life of [Tecumseh] and
that of the Shawnee of his
time.”—Kansas City Star “A
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spellbinding novel about the
life of Tecumseh . . . The book
is almost epic in its scope. . . .
Thom has carefully researched
his facts. He has the care of a
historian to go with the skills of
the seasoned novelist.”—The
Indianapolis Star “Riveting . . .
Historical fiction at its
finest.”—Booklist
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